Oracle FLEXCUBE Integration with Oracle Access Manager

**KEY FEATURES**

- Single-Sign On
- Automated and Centralized Identity Management
- Robust security features
- Access control

Oracle FLEXCUBE integration with Oracle Access Manager enables banks to streamline operations by providing tools that can manage information of users, processes and access control. It also helps in enforcing the organization’s policies on security and privacy and improves application security and usability.

Oracle Access Manager combines identity management and access control services to provide centralized authentication, policy based authorizations and auditing with rich delegated identity administration and workflows.

Streamline operations with single sign-on and centralized delegated policy administration

Oracle FLEXCUBE is equipped with single sign-on capabilities to safeguard systems and sensitive data of financial services institutions worldwide through integration with Oracle Access Manager. Oracle Access Manager consists of the Access System and the Identity System. The Access System secures applications by providing centralized authentication, authorization and auditing to enable Single Sign-On and secure access control across enterprise resources. The Identity System manages information about individuals, groups and organizations. It enables delegated administration of users, as well as self-registration interfaces with approval workflows. It enables organizations achieve administrative scalability and help them extend their reach when integrating their online business.

Improve operational efficiency with centralized identity administration

Oracle Access Manager helps improve operational efficiency with centralized identity administration through the use of common workflows, administrative consoles and reporting framework for identity and access management. Oracle Access Manager Checks for a pre-existing authentication, authenticate users, validate credentials, and enforce access policies. It can match the security level of a protected resource, ensuring that stronger types of authentication or more strict authorization policies are applied to more sensitive applications and services like payments systems, treasury applications etc.
KEY BENEFITS

- Improve operational efficiency with centralized identity administration
- Reduce costs with automated identity and access management.
- Streamline operations with single sign-on, centralized delegated policy administration
- Ensure regulatory compliance with comprehensive auditing and reporting capabilities

Reduce costs with automated access management

The identity administration service of Oracle Access Manager supports user and group management, password management and self-service which help in automating the management of user profiles across applications. Its scalable architecture and delegated administration functionality enable it to support administration of large user populations. Its integrated workflow capability helps orchestrating identity profile updates and approvals. The user self-service administration and password management reduces help desk calls. Customizable browser-based and web service interfaces to administrative functionalities offers ultimate flexibility for integration thereby reducing total cost of ownership.

Ensure regulatory compliance with comprehensive auditing and reporting capabilities

The auditing and reporting capabilities of Oracle Access Manager ensures compliance by enforcing consistent, streamlined business rules and practices across the organization. Oracle Access Manager includes unified and centralized audit reporting for all Access Manager components, with all operations stored and correlated in a secure database for reporting and analysis. It comes with pre-built identity and security reports and integrates with common reporting tools to give greater visibility and reporting on common events such as user access attempts, successful or failed authentications, or identity administration tasks. These features improve an organization’s ability to meet common governmental and industry regulations

Contact Us

For more information about Oracle FLEXCUBE, please visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative, or e-mail us at financialservices_ww@oracle.com.

RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:
Oracle FLEXCUBE is a comprehensive product suite that addresses all of your banking needs through a single platform. Designed and built specifically for the banking industry Oracle FLEXCUBE is unsurpassed in flexibility, scalability, and functionality. Large banks across the world have chosen Oracle FLEXCUBE to standardize their operations. The Oracle FLEXCUBE suite includes:

- Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal Banking
- Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking
- Oracle FLEXCUBE Lending and Leasing
- Oracle FLEXCUBE Private Banking
- Oracle FLEXCUBE Islamic Banking

Related products and services: